Building heights and areas are maximums.

* One building is proposed over 35' tall; the artificial Baobab Tree "branches" will reach up to 50' in height.

Plan shows building general location only.

This map shows in gray, the existing structures over 3,000sf that will be removed/replaced as indicated in the Denver Zoo Facility Master Plan 2015. Buildings shown in pink are the proposed buildings over 3,000sf and/or over 35' tall. See notes and legend at right.

**KEY AND NOTES**
- Proposed Buildings over 3,000 gross sf
- Proposed Buildings over 35' tall
- Existing Buildings to be removed and/or replaced

**NOTES**
1. Building heights and areas are maximums.
2. * One building is proposed over 35' tall; the artificial Baobab Tree "branches" will reach up to 50' in height.
3. Plan shows building general location only.
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